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Abstract 
Language learnability is investigated in the Gold paradigm of inductive inference from 
positive data. Angluin gave a characterization of learnable families in this framework. Here, 
learnability of families of recursive languages is studied when the learner obeys certain natural 
constraints. Exactly learnable families are characterized for prudent learners with the following 
types of constraints: (0) conservative, (1) conservative and consistent, (2) conservative and 
responsive, and (3) conservative, consistent and responsive. The class of learnable families is 
shown to strictly increase going from (3) to (2) and from (2) to (l), while it stays the same going 
from (1) to (0). It is also shown that, when exactness is not required, prudence, consistency and 
responsiveness, even together, do not restrict the power of conservative learners. 
1. Introduction 
Gold [S] presented a basic paradigm of inductive inference. While inference from 
complete data was shown by him to be powerful, interesting classes of language 
families were first shown to inferable from positiue data, i.e., where only strings in the 
language to be learned are presented, in [l, 23. Angluin [2] showed that the families of 
languages learnable from positive data are exactly those for which there is a procedure 
that, for each language in the family, enumerates a finite set of which that language is 
a least upper bound. 
Within language learning, Angluin [2] also initiated the study of conseruatiue 
learners, which do not change a guess unless evidence inconsistent with it is encoun- 
tered. It can easily be shown that a family can be learned by a conservative learner if 
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and only if it can be learned by a nonovergeneralizing learner, that is, one that never 
guesses asubset of a previous guess. Learning without overgeneralization isof interest 
to research in natural language acquisition since it has been hypothesized (for 
example, [3]) that children learn in this fashion. (However, see [9] for evidence to the 
contrary.) 
Recently, there has been some work to show the interrelationship between non- 
monotonic reasoning and language learning [6,8]. The various monotonicity con- 
straints capture the intuition that an increase in information about the target lan- 
guage must correspond to some ‘improvement’ in the guess. One of those constraints 
is weak-monotonicity (analogous to cumulativity in nonmonotonic logics), which 
requires that, as long as the evidence is consistent with the guess, the learner must 
produce better and better generalizations. It is shown in [8] that the families learnable 
by weak-monotonic learners are exactly those which can be learned conservatively. 
Angluin [2] established that conservativeness actually restricts the class of learn- 
able families, and derived a sufficient (but not necessary) condition for conservative 
learning. In a framework similar to that in [1,2], defined in Section 2, we further 
investigate conservative learning. We consider the case when the language to be 
learned is recursive and where the learner has to identify the language by a total Turing 
machine. A variety of natural constraints on learners have been proposed in literature 
[ll], such as prudence (the learner must learn all the languages it ever guesses), 
consistency (at any stage of the learning process, the guessed language must contain all 
the evidence), and responsiveness (a guess must be made for any new piece of evidence). 
A family is said to be exactly learned if the learner learns it and nothing larger. In 
Section 3, we investigate the impact of all these constraints on conservative learning 
and demonstrate a nested relation between the classes of families exactly learnable by 
prudent learners of four types defined by selectively and together imposing respon- 
siveness and consistency. 
In Section 4, we first give a uniform characterization of prudent, exact conservative 
learning of the four types defined in Section 3, based on the concept of least upper 
bound. While a consistent guess of a conservative learner must always be a least upper 
bound of the evidence seen, simply guessing a least upper bound does not guarantee 
learning. We develop a learning algorithm based on the judicious use of a function 
that computes least upper bounds. One of the corollaries of our characterization is 
that prudent, exact conservative learnability of a given family of languages 9 is 
equivalent o the existence of a recursive enumeration of finite-set/total-machine pairs 
such that (i) in each pair, the machine accepts a language off that is a least upper 
bound in 9 of the corresponding finite set, and (ii) there is at least one pair for each 
language in 9. Interestingly, if the condition on the enumeration is weakened so that 
the first component of the pair is a machine that recursively enumerates a finite set, 
then the existence of the enumeration characterizes general earning. 
Finally, in Section 5, we investigate the impact of dropping the requirement of 
prudence on the learner and of exactness on the family learned. We show that every 
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family that can be learned conservatively, can also be learned conservatively and 
prudently, although not necessarily exactly. In fact, the hierarchy obtained for pru- 
dent, exact conservative learning collapses when exactness is not stipulated, and 
prudence, consistency, and responsiveness, even together, fail to constrain the conser- 
vative learners. 
2. Background 
Let z be a finite alphabet and ,X* be the set of all finite strings formed by 
concatenating elements of z. Let Mr, Mz, MS, . . . be any standard enumeration of all 
Turing machines over C. Let h + be the set of positive integers. For any index ZEZ+ , 
let IV, denote the language (subset of z*) accepted by the machine MI. Thus, the Wis 
form a complete enumeration of all recursively enumerable (r.e.) languages. A collec- 
tion of nonempty, recursive languages is called a family. An index Z is total if the 
corresponding machine MI is total and accepts a nonempty language. If I1 ,Zz, . . . is 
a recursive enumeration of total indices, then 9= W,,, W,,, . . . is called an indexed 
family of nonempty recursive languages (hereafter, simply an indexed family). We denote 
by As the class of all nonempty finite subsets of C* that are contained in some 
language in family 4”. 
A text is an infinite sequence of strings from z *; t ranges over texts, t, is the nth 
string in the text t, and & is the initial prefix of length n of the text t; t is for L if and 
only if the set of strings in t equals L. SEQ is the set of finite sequences of strings from 
JC*; content(o) is the set of strings in oeSEQ. 
An inductioe inference machine (IIM) M is an algorithmic procedure (say, a Turing 
machine) whose input is a text tl, t2, . . . and whose output is a sequence of nonnegative 
integers M(fl), M&), . . . constrained to be either 0 or total indices. The procedure 
works in stages, but it may never complete some stage. At the nth stage, t, is input and 
M&) is output. The intended interpretation is as follows: If M&)=0, then the IIM 
makes no guess; otherwise, it guesses the language WMcin,. 
For an IIM M, we define GUESS(M)={ WMfaj: o&EQ}. We observe that 
GUESS(M) is an indexed family. An IIM M is said to learn the language L if and only 
if, for each text t for L, there is a k such that WMca,= L and, for all n> k, 
M(&{M(f..),O}. (Thus, if t is a text for a language that M learns, then M&) is 
defined for any n.) Intuitively, from some point onward, the value of the guess 
stabilizes to a total index for the input language. (This is similar to the TxtEx- 
identification criterion [S].) We denote by LEARN(M) the family of all languages 
learned by M, and say that M learns a family f if and only if f c LEARN(M). 
An IIM M is consistent if it never guesses a language that does not contain all the 
data on which the guess is based. Formally, if M completes the nth stage and 
M(t,)#O, then content( WMtfnj. M is conservative if it does not change its output 
unless it is inconsistent with the data. Formally, if M completes the nth stage, 
M(&)#O, and content(Fn+l)E WMcf,,, then M(&+,)=M(in). M is responsioe if, for all 
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n > 0, whenever content@,) c dGUEssoo, then M completes the nth stage and M(&) # 0. 
M is prudent if LEARN(M)= GUESS(M). A family 9 is said to be exactly learned by 
M if 9 = LEARN(M). 
A central role is played by the relationship that holds between a finite set T and 
a language L in a family B when T is a subset of L but T is not a subset of any 
language in 9 properly contained in L. This relation will be expressed by saying 
either that T is a tell-tale subset of L in 9, or that L is a least upper bound (1.u.b.) of 
T in 9. As we shall see, various forms of computable mappings from (indices for) 
languages to tell-tale subsets and from finite sets to (indices for) 1.u.b. languages are 
intimately related to various forms of learning. The importance of tell-tale subsets was 
first indicated by the following result. 
Theorem 1 (Angluin [2]). There is an IIM M such that an indexed family 
9 = LEARN(M) ifand only ifthere is an efictive procedure that, given as input a total 
index I such that Wrc2F, recursively enumerates a tell-tale subset TI of WI. (The 
procedure need not signal when TI has been entirely output.) 
3. Variants of conservative learning 
Angluin [2] showed that, in the absence of the conservativeness constraint, if 9 is 
learnable it is also learnable by a consistent and responsive algorithm. In this section, 
we begin to analyze the relationships between the classes of families learnable by 
various types of conservative learners. It is convenient to introduce the following 
notation. 
Definition 1. An IIM M is said to be of type 0 if conservative, of type 1 if conservative 
and consistent, of type 2 if conservative and responsive, and of type 3 if conservative, 
consistent, and responsive. For X = 0, 1,2,3, we denote by 9X the class of all families 
learnable by a IIM of type X, 9; the class of families learnable by a prudent IIM of 
type X, and 97 the class of all families learnable exactly by a prudent IIM of type 
X (see Table 1). 
Consistency and responsiveness constrain the power of exact, prudent learners as 
stated in the next theorem. 
Proof. (_.Ytp = pip): Clearly, U’,” z 9:‘. To show that 9:’ c 9;‘, we consider that an 
IIM of type 0 can be modified to refrain from making a guess whenever it would make 
an inconsistent guess. It is easy to see that the modified IIM learns the original family 
and in addition is of type 1. 
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Table 1 
Classes of conservatively learnable families under various constraints 
Consistent Responsive Consistent and responsive 
Prudent 
Prudent and exact 
(9;’ 1 9zp): Clearly, UipE 9:’ = U:p. To see that 9;’ #U;“, consider the indexed 
family F: for all k 2 1, WI, = (O)u(k, k + 1, . . . >. A prudent IIM M of type 1 learns 
exactly 9 for which whir,, = Imin(content(t-,) - (0))) with min($) defined as 0. However 
9 cannot be learned exactly by a prudent IIM of type 2, because on the input of a text 
t for any language in 9 for which t 1 = 0, no index for a language in 9 can be guessed 
safely at the first stage. 
(.zZ’~~ ZJ U”,“): Clearly, 9’;‘~ 9:‘. To see that _Yp#9ip, consider the indexed 
familyP:forallk>l, ~,={O}u{k,k+l,...}, and W,, = { 5}. By the argument given 
in the preceding paragraph, there is no prudent IIM of type 3 that learns exactly 9. 
We do have a prudent IIM of type 2 that learns exactly 9, which behaves as follows: 
If t1=tz= ... = t,=O (in a text t for any language in 9 excluding W,,), or 
tl=tZ=V.V=tn=5 (in a text t for WI,), then M&)=1,, else M&J= 
Imin(eonrenc(i”)-(0)). •l 
4. Characterization of prudent, exact conservative learning 
In the present section, we develop, in a unified way, a characterization of Uy , for 
X = 0, 1,2, and 3, in terms of the computability of 1.u.b. languages for certain finite sets. 
We then reformulate these characterizations for some specific cases. It is a simple 
observation that a consistent guess made by a conservative IIM M in response to a set 
of input strings S subset of some &LEARN(M), must be a least upper bound for S in 
the family LEARN(M). (Berwick [3] refers to this observation as the subset principle.) 
However, systematically guessing an 1.u.b. of the available evidence does not guaran- 
tee learning, even when 9 is conservatively learnable [7]. Thus, it is natural to 
investigate to which extent the ability of computing 1.u.b. languages is necessary or 
sufficient for conservative learning. 
We establish that a computable function that associates an 1.u.b. to each finite 
subset of a language in 9 is sufficient o construct a conservative IIM, provided that 
each language in 9 is associated with at least one of its subsets. However, the 
existence of such an 1.u.b. function is not necessary, except for the consistent and 
responsive case. Indeed, two issues have to be confronted when trying to construct an 
1.u.b. function from a conservative IIM. First, with some input set, a nonresponsive 
IIM may associate no language, and a nonconsistent IIM may associate a language 
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that does not contain the set itself. Second, when the family being learned contains 
a finite language L, even at a stage when all the strings of L have appeared in the input, 
the IIM’s guess may well differ from L. We deal with these issues by introducing, in the 
formal definition of 1.u.b. functions given below, a parameter k that models the 
possible delay in the IIM’s convergence to a correct guess. 
Without loss of generality, for the prudent, exact learning case we can assume that 
the family 9 to be learned is an indexed family. We recall that AF denotes the class of 
all nonempty finite sets contained by some language in 9 and let A = Atr.). 
Definition 2. A partial recursive function f: A x Z+HZ+ u(0) is a 1.u.b function of 
type X (X = 0, 1,2,3) for an indexed family 9 if, for SEA* and kcZ+ ,f(S, k) is defined, 
either as 0 or as a total index such that W jCs,+9 and satisfies the following 
conditions: 
type 0: if SC Wf(s,k), then WfCs,kj is an 1.u.b. of S; 
type 1:fis of type 0 and (f(S, k)=O or SG W,,,,,,); 
type 2:fis of type 0 andf(S, k)#O; 
type 3: f is of type 0 and SE W, (s,+). 
An 1.u.b. functionfisfull-range if each L in 9 has a subset S such that, for some kgZ+ , 
wJ(S,k)=L. 
In terms of the concepts just introduced, we next state the characterization theorem. 
Theorem 3. Let 9= WI,, W,,, . . . where II, X2, . . . is a recursive enumeration of total 
indices. For X =O, 1,2,3,9~&’ if and only ifthere exists a full-range 1.u.b. function of 
type X for 9. 
Proof. The proof is organized in three parts. In part (a) we show how to obtain 
a full-range 1.u.b. function of type X from a prudent IIM M of type X that learns 
exactly 9, for X =O, 1,2,3. In part (b), we prove that any full-range 1.u.b. function can 
effectively be converted into one with a certain special property. Finally, in part (c), we 
show how an 1.u.b. function of type X of the special kind obtained in part (b) can be 
used to construct a prudent IIM M’ of type X that learns exactly 9, thereby 
completing the proof. 
(a) From M to afull-range 1.u.b. function: The following procedure defines a function 
f: A x Z+I+Z+U{O}. Let SEA and kEZ+. Scan 9= W,,, WI,, . . . until an I, is found 
such that SE WI,. (This scan terminates if and only if SEA,.) Then let f (S, k) be the 
output of M when the input is the lexicographic enumeration sl, s2, . . . , s, of S (n = 1 Sl) 
followed by k - 1 repetitions of s,. Since 9 is learned, for any SE A,, this output must 
be defined. It is a simple exercise to show that if M is an IIM of type X, then f is an 
1.u.b. function of type X. 
To establish the full-range property off; we argue as follows. If LEF is infinite, let 
t=t1,tz,ta,... be a text for L corresponding to its lexicographic presentation. Con- 
sider the behavior of M on t. At some stage n, M must output an index of L. Therefore 
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Wf(eontentc~,b, I) = L. If LEF is finite, let sl, s2, . . . , s, be the lexicographic enumeration of 
L, and let sl, s2, . . . , s,, s,, s., . . . be a text for L presented to M. At some stage h, M must 
output an index for L. If h<n, then WJccsl ,__., sh),l)=L, else, Wf((J1 ,..., s,).h-n+l)=L. 
(b) From a full-range 1.u.b. function to a special 1.u.b. function: Let f be an 1.u.b. 
function for an indexed family 9. Let LEF and R be a finite subset of L. We say that 
R is reserved for L beyond m if, for every finite S such that R ES EL, and every k 2 m, 
W,,,,,, = L. A special 1.u.b. function is one that reserves a set for every L in 9, Thus, if 
f is special, then it is also full-range. 
Given any full-range 1.u.b. function J we can construct another one, x which is 
special. To define f(S, k), consider a recursive enumeration (D 1, h I), (D2, h2), . . . of 
A x Z, such that if h<h’ then (D, h) appears before (D, h’). First, 9 is scanned to 
determine whether SEA,. If so, consider the set J(S, k)= {j: j< k, DjCS, and 
sc Wj(D,.h,)) ( w ere, h for convenience, we let W0 =0). Observe that whenever 
DiGSEA,, f(Dj, hj) must be defined. If J(S, k) is empty, we let f(S, k)=f(S, k). 
Otherwise, we let i=min J(S, k) and f(S, k) =f (Dip hi). In this case, since 
DiGS= Wf(Di,h+ we have that w,,S,&, = &CD,. h,) is an 1.u.b. of Di and hence of S. 
Clearly, fis computable with the help of the algorithm that computes f and of the 
recursive enumeration of indices II, I2 . . . It is also simple to see that f is an 1.u.b. 
function of the same type asf: We now show that f is special. 
Since f is full-range, for any given LEE, we can properly define the positive integer 
m=min(i: W/(&hi)’ L). We now observe that, ifj<m and DjG L, then Wffo,,*,) @ L. 
In factP Wf(Dj.hj) = L would violate the definition of m, since j<m. Moreover, 
Wf(o,,h,) IL would violate the basic 1.u.b. property off; since Wf(o,,rl) 3 L 2 0, implies 
that WftD,,h,) is not an 1.u.b. of Dj. Thus, there exists a finite set V containing a string 
XjE(L\ Wf(ol,h,)), for every j < m such that Dj E L. We claim that the set R = D,u V is 
reserved by f for L, beyond m. In fact, let SEA, be such that R G S c L and k > m. 
Then, the set J(S, k)= {j: j< k, DjGS, and Sr Wf(D,,h,)} has minimum m. Indeed, it 
contains m (since D,GSC W/(om,h,,,)= ) L and no j<m (since ifj<m and D,rS then 
S$ W$(D,.~,)’ because x_FS but -Q W~CD,.~,) ). In conclusion, AS, k) = min J(S, k) = m 
and R is reserved for L, as claimed. 
(c) From a special 1.u.b. function to M’: Given a special 1.u.b. function fof type X for 
9, consider the IIM M’ that works as follows: At stage 1, first scan 9 to determine 
whether { tI}EAS. If so, let M’(&)=f({t,}, 1). At stage n> 1, maintain the previous 
guess if consistent with the previous input as well as with t,. Otherwise, scan the family 
9 to determine whether content(&)EA,c. If so, let M’(i,)=f(content(Q, n). It is easy to 
see that M’ is an IIM of type X and that GUESSES. We next establish that M’ 
is prudent and learns exactly the indexed family 9. 
Let LEF and let R be reserved beyond m for L. Given a text tl, t2, . . . for L, 
let h be the smallest integer such that ham and Rccontent(Q. Then either 
WM,(th) = L, in which case M’ has already reached the correct guess at stage h, or there 
is an integer r>h such that t, is not in W,.,,,. Then M’@,)=ji(content(i,),r) is 
an index for L because R is reserved by Jbeyond m. In conclusion, L is learned by 
M. 0 
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A simple adaptation of part (a) of the proof of Theorem 3 yields the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 1. Zf 9~9:’ or if .FGEL?~ (X=0,1,2) and does not contain any finite 
language, then there is a full-range 1.u.b. function for 9 that does not depend on k. 
For U”,“, the characterizing condition of Theorem 3 admits the following useful 
reformulation. 
Corollary 2. An indexed family F’EY:’ if and only if there is a recursive enumeration 
(T,,Z,), V2,Z2), ... of pairs such that, for each heZ +, T,, is ajnite set, I,, is a total index, 
WI, is an 1.u.b. of T,, in 9, and F = ( WI,, WI,, . . . }. 
Proof. From Theorem 3,9~_Y:~ if and only if there is a full-range 1.u.b. function f of 
type 1 for 9. 
Given such anf, scan a recursive enumeration (Or, h,), (D2, h,), . . . of A9 x Z + and, 
for each i such that f (Di, hi) #O, output the pair (Dip f (Di, hi)). It is easy to check that 
the pairs enumerated by this procedure satisfy all required properties. 
Given a recursive enumeration (TI, Z1), (T,, Z2), . . . satisfying the properties listed in 
the statement of Corollary 2, we define a function f: A x Z + t-+Z + u(0) as follows. For 
an (S, k)EA x Z, , an h is searched such that SE WI,. If no such h is found, let f (S, k) 
diverge. Otherwise, let the machine that enumerates (T,, II), (T2, Z2), . . . run for k steps. 
If no pair of the form (S, I) is output, then let f (S, k) = 0, else let f (S, k) = I, where (S, I) 
is the last pair output in k steps whose first component equals S. It is easy to check that 
f is a full range 1.u.b. function of type 1 for F. 0 
It is an interesting exercise to restate the characterization of general earning in the 
form given below, which affords a direct comparison with Corollary 2. 
Theorem 1 (restated). There is an ZZM M such that an indexed family 9 = LEARN(M) 
if and only if there is a recursive enumeration (E 1, II), (E,, Z2), . . . of pairs such that, for 
each hgZ+, Et, is a procedure that recursively enumerates a finite set Th,Zh is a total 
index, WI, is an 1.u.b. of Tt, in 9, and 9 = ( WI,, Wr,, . . .}. 
Proof. Suppose .Z1, J2, . . . defines a family 9. Suppose first that, due to Theorem 1, 
there is an effective procedure that, given as input a total index I such that Wr~9, 
recursively enumerates a tell-tale subset Tt of WI. Corresponding to the index Jr, in 
particular, let the corresponding procedure be denoted by E,. It is easy to see that the 
recursive enumeration (E,, J1), (E,, J2), . . . satisfies the conditions of this theorem. 
For the converse, suppose that there is a recursive enumeration (E,, II), (E,, Z2), . . . 
of pairs such that, for each hEZ +, Eh is a procedure that recursively enumerates afinite 
set Th, Zh is a total index, Wr, is an 1.u.b. of T,, in 9 and 9 = {WI,, WI,, . . . }. Given an 
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index I, the procedure to generate a tell-tale subset for WI works as follows: It 
simulates the procedure El and simultaneously begins to compare WI and WI,. In case 
a difference between the two languages hows up or a string not in W, is put out by El, 
it then proceeds to simulate Ez and so forth. 
Since, for some least i, W,, = WI, the procedure would start simulating E, and never 
stop. Since Et in fact outputs a tell-tale subset for WI, this procedure also outputs 
a tell-tale subset for WI. 0 
5. Prudence does not restrict conservative learners 
In this section, we study conservative learnability when prudence or exactness are 
not required. In the case of general earning of r.e. languages, Fulk [4] showed that 
prudence does not restrict the class of learnable families. Specifically, for every IIM M, 
there is a TxtEx-prudent IIM M’ with LEARN(M)z LEARN(M’). In the same spirit, 
although with different techniques, we have: 
Theorem 4. Y1 = U!. 
Proof. Consider a family 9~9~ and a conservative IIM of type 1 M that learns 9. 
For DEA and kd+, let (D,h) denote the lexicographic ordering of D followed by 
h- 1 repetitions of the last string. Let (S,, .Z,), (S1,.Z1), . .. be the recursive enumer- 
ation, called the S-enumeration, obtained as follows. Scan a recursive enumeration 
(D1,hl,kl),(Dz,hz,k,),... of A x Z+ x Z + , and, if for some i, A4 halts on input (Of, hr) 
in at most kl steps with M((D,,hJ)#O, then output the pair (DL,M((Dl,hl))). 
As M is not necessarily prudent, W,, need not be an 1.u.b of S,. However, based on 
the S-enumeration, we will construct another enumeration of the type considered in 
Corollary 2. To this end, let us say that (S,, .Z,) is certijied with certijcate V’ if there is 
a finite set Vrz W,, such that, for all p <I for which S,G W,*, S,u V,$ W,. It is 
straightforward to construct a certification procedure that, on input I, will output 
a certificate V, if there is one, and run for ever otherwise. Using this procedure in 
a dove-tail fashion, we can produce a recursive enumeration (Tr , Z,), 
(T&Z,), .**, called the T-enumeration, containing the pair (S,u V,, .Z,) exactly when the 
pair (S,, J,) is certified with certificate V,. We now state and prove two claims for the 
T-enumeration. 
Claim 1. For each hd,, WI, is an 1.u.b. of Th in {WI,, WI,, . . . }. 
Proof. Let (S;,J;),(S;,.Z;), . . . , lx the subsequence of the S-enumeration containing 
the certified pairs, and let Vi be the certificate produced for pair (S&J;). Then the 
sequence(S;uV;,.Z;),(S;uVi,.Zh),... is a rearrangement of the T-enumeration. There- 
fore, the claim can be reformulated as follows assuming the T-enumeration to be 
infinite (the finite case can be argued similarly): For each rEZ+ , and each k such that 
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l<k<r, WJ;isanl.u.b.ofS;uV~in {WJi ,..., WJ;} . For I = 1, the latter statement is 
trivially true. Let us inductively assume it holds for I - 1 and establish it for r. If the 
statement fails for r, then for some ptr either (a) (S& V~)G WJ;c WJb or (b) 
(S:u Vi) E WJb c WJ;. In case (a), we have S& WJ; (by hypothesis) and (Siu Vi) c W,; 
(since (Siu Vi) c WJ; and, by hypothesis, WJ; c W,;). In case (b), we have $E WJ; (since 
SPs W,;and, by hypothesis, WJbc WJg) and (Siu V~)G WJ; (by hypothesis). In either 
case, we reach a contradiction with the fact that V,! is a certificate for (S:,.J:) and the 
claim remains established. Cl 
Claim2. 9s{WI,, WI, ,... }. 
Proof. For LEE, let (St, JI) be the first pair in the S-enumeration such that WJl = L. 
The existence of such a pair can be established by arguments imilar to those used in 
part (a) of the proof of Theorem 3. It suffices to show that (St, JJ gets certified. If not, 
there is another pair (S,, Jk), with k< i, such that Sk E WJ; and WJic WJ;. By the 
construction of the S-enumeration, this implies that for some hcZ+, M((&., h))=J,. 
Thus, if t is a text for W,,=L with (&..h) as a prefix, for n=l&l+h--1, M(&)=Jt. 
Moreover, since L c W, and M is conservative, for n > IS,1 +h - 1, M(f,) = Jk_ In 
conclusion, M does not learn LET, against our assumptions. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4 (conclusion). By Claim 1 and Corollary 2, there is a prudent IIM 
M’ such that LEARN (M’) = { WI,, W,,, . . . }. By Claim 2, FsLEARN(M’) so that 
9’~5$. Thus Yip1 c 94’;. As _Y;p’; c Yi, we conclude that Yi = 9;. 0 
We next show that, when exactness is not required, responsiveness and consistency 
do not constrain the power of prudent learners. 
Theorem 5. 3’: = 9’; = U’, = A?‘!. 
Proof. That _YpO=ZI; follows from the fact that a prudent IIM M of type 0 can be 
modified to refrain from making an inconsistent guess. The modified IIM is still 
prudent and learns the original family. To show that _%‘T = 9’: = 9’<, we observe that, 
by definition, Set 19; 2 Ul; and prove that 9: = 9;. 
Let 9~9’; and let M be a prudent IIM of type 1 that learns 9. We shall prove that 
9~~9’; by constructing a full-range 1.u.b. function of type 3,f, for a family 6’ 2 F and 
invoking Theorem 3. We will use the fact that, since M is prudent, dLEARN(Mj is 
recursively enumerable. For SEA, let (S) denote the lexicographic ordering of S and, 
for a finite language L, let index(L) denote a total index such that %,,,,ex(Lj = L. With 
these preliminaries, for SEA, letf(S) be defined (recursively) as follows. 
If S$ALEARNtMj then (a) letf(S) diverge. Else (SEA ~~~~~(~))ifM(<S))fOfhen(b)let 
f(S)=M((S)). Else (M((S))=O) if there is any nonempty Q such that QcSc Wfco,, 
then (c) letf(S) =f(Q); if more than one Q qualifies, choose a minimal one arbitrarily. 
Else (d) let f(S) = index(S). 
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We observe that, for any SEA~~~~(~),~(S) is a total index and consider the family 
~‘={I+$ SEALEARN }. We show that LEARN(M)gg’ and hence 9 c 9’. 
Consider any &LEARN(M). 
If L is infinite, then for a suitable prefix CT of the lexicographic presentation of L, 
W Mtaj = L. Since content(~)~ALE-~M~ and M((content(cr))) = M(o) #O,fgets defined 
in clause (b) as f(content(a))= M(a), so that L = Wf~Conrenr~o&F’. 
If L is finite, f(L) can get defined in any of the clauses (b), (c), and (d). If f(L) is 
defined in (b), then M((L)) #O and WMfCL>) = L, since A4 must guess an 1.u.b. Iff(L) is 
defined in (c), then f(L)=f(Q) for some minimal Q such that QC LG W,,,,. The 
minimality of Q implies that f(Q) itself has been defined either in clause (b) or clause 
(d). The latter case is excluded because it would imply W,,,, = Q, whereas by assump- 
tion Q c W,,,,. Therefore, W,,,, = W, fCo>j must be an 1.u.b. of Q in 9. Since L&F and 
Q c L E W,Co,, this implies W,,,, = L. Finally, if f(L) is defined in (d), 
w/(L) = Kndex(L) = L. In any case, L&F’. 
We now show thatfis an 1.u.b. function of type 3 for 9’. Otherwise, there must be 
a finite set S and a language L&F’ such that SE LC W,,,,. Further,f(S) must have 
been defined in clause (b) or clause (c), since in clause (d) S= WfCsb. 
If f(S) is defined in clause (b) as f(S)=M((S)), then W/(+LEARN(M), since 
M is prudent, and L#LEARN(M), since M is conservative. Therefore, 
L@P’\LEARN(M)). By definition off and .V, LE(~‘\LEARN(M)) implies that 
f(L) is defined in clause (d). However, this leads to a contradiction. In fact, either L = S 
andf(L) is defined in clause (b), by assumption, or LDS andf(L) is defined in clause 
(c), because the set {Q: QC Lr WI,,,} contains at least S. 
Iff(S) is defined in clause (c) asf(S)=f(Q), we observe that, due to the minimality of 
Q,j(Q) is defined in clause (b) and the argument made for S in the previous case can 
now be made for Q. 
Having established thatfis a type 3 1.u.b. function for 9’, we conclude by observing 
that, by the definition of 9’, f is also full-range. 0 
Considering that 9-‘c = Y1 (by an easy argument), 9-‘i 2 .L4,zY, (by a simple 
consequence of the definition), de3 2 9: (again, by definition), 9; = 9; = 9’; = 9: 
(by Theorem 5), and 9’; = P’i (by Theorem 4), we obtain the following result. 
Theorem 6. For X, YE{O, 1,2,3), 9x=9”,. 
In summary, when exactness is not required, any combination of prudence, consist- 
ency, and responsiveness does not restrict conservative learnability. 
It is natural to wonder, for any XE(O, 1,2,3}, what is the relation between 9;’ and 
9x. Clearly, 9fpc49x since 9x contains non-r.e. families whereas 9’7 does not. 
However, the question remains whether any indexed family 9 that belongs to _Vx also 
belongs to 9:“. (An analogous result does hold for TxtEx-identification [lo].) 
In conclusion, we would like to emphasize that the characterizations of Section 
4 have been instrumental in establishing the results of the present section. We expect 
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our characterization of conservative learning of various types to provide a means for 
exploring further the consequences of various constraints on learners in the Gold [S] 
model of inductive inference. The close relationship between conservative language 
learning and learning under various monotonicity constraints has provided some 
evidence for this. 
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